[Impact of carrier flow composition on membrane adsorption and aggregation of ovalbumin in asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation].
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) is a kind of moderate separation technology for the analysis of macromolecules, including proteins with a wide range of sizes. In the separation channel, the membrane adsorption and aggregation of proteins affected by the carrier fluid (CF) composition lead to changes in analyte recovery and size distribution, thereby restricting the application of AF4 to biomolecules. Different pH levels (6.2, 7.4, 8.2), several types of cations (Na+, K+, Mg2+) and various ion strengths (0-0.1 mol/L)were studied to demonstrate the influence of carrier fluid composition on the membrane adsorption and aggregation of proteins. The results revealed the following:a) higher ion strength of CF resulted in a greater degree of membrane adsorption and aggregation; b) the zeta potential, determined by the pI of the protein and the pH of the CF, influenced the adsorption and aggregation; c) divalent cations (Mg2+) caused serious adsorption and aggregation. The experimental results can help us achieve better recovery and mitigate aggregate formation by using the optimal CF components in future AF4 studies. Moreover, the findings indicate that AF4 would find extensive application in protein biochemistry assays.